CHAPTER II
the world of hesiod
TOURING all this Dark Age, from about 1000 b.c. until
'^ far into the eighth century, we can give hardly the
barest outline of a political history of any part of the Greek
world. In Ionia men treasured the old verse-sagas ; but as
we have seen they did not feel that their ,own deeds were
worthy of such recording. Economically, there was slow
growth, so slow that no observer of the time can possibly
have marked it. The late Geometric strata in Greek settle-
ments seem to be usually slightly larger and less poverty-
stricken than their predecessors. Powerful kingships were
going out of fashion with the close of the great wars, and
the nobles were everywhere dividing the royal powers among
officers responsible to their Council.1 Everywhere there
was at least the appearance of stagnation.
We can, however, give something much more interesting
than a record of dynasties and border-wars. The evidence
does permit of our forming a fairly detailed picture of the
life more especially of the peasants, the foundation of the
whole social pyramid, towards the end of the dark age.
And first among this evidence stands a remarkable old book,
the Works and Days of Hesiod.
Hesiod lived at Askra, under Helikon hill, in southern
Boiotia, towards the end of the ninth century B.C.2 He was
not by descent a native of the country. His father had
* See pp. 107 ft,, 198 ff.
2 Date from T.W. Allen's Homer, the Origins, etc., on the following evidence :
Hesiod (W.D. 564 ff.) fixes the season for cutting-over vines by the evening
rising of Arcturus, sixty days after the winter solstice4 To-day ArcturUs
begins to rise before sunset instead of after (i.e. is visible at nightfall), fifty-seven
days after the solstice. Epic Greek is not usually at pains to avoid numbers
Other than round ones (cf. the number of ships in the IHad, or of the Suitors
in the Odyssey). If, then, Hesiod says sixty days, he probably means sixty
and not fifty-nine, or sixty-one ; this would correspond to a date (calculated
by Dr. A, A. Rambaut) not before 850 b.c.
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